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Physical Plant
plans to improve
campus lighting

Fourteen more days
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By Jay Young
The BG News
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The University's Physical
Plant is working on a plan to shed
some brighter light on campus.
"It's a long-range, campuswide plan for making certain that
we are up to standards with our
outdoor lighting," said Carl Co•-$,<- ', | gar, director of the Physical
Plant.
Cogar said the process just
started and will take several
years to complete. He said the
changes will be made as funds
become available. Old fixtures
will be replaced with more
modem and closely spaced light
poles.
Undergraduate Student
Government has worked with the
Physical Plant to make sure the
exterior lighting meets the needs
of students.
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Researcher looks at falcons' fate
The fate of the peregrine falcon, the animal the University
mascot is modeled after, was the
main topic of a presentation given Thursday evening in Overman
Hall.
"An Environmental Success
Story" was presented by Dr. Wil-

liam Mattox, a researcher with
the Peregrine Falcon Recovery
Project and president of Greenfalk Consultants. He related vital
information concerning the life
of peregrine falcons, which he
has accumulated during his
research.
Mattox's lecture was sponsored by the University's Center
for Environmental Programs and

the Environmental Action Group.
Mattox has been working with
peregrine falcons for more than
20 years. For the past 23 years,
Mattox has been in Greenland
researching the life and habitat
of the peregrine falcon. The
research is one of the longest uninterrupted studies on peregrine
falcons to date.
Mattox and other researchers

Outdoor
campus lighting
0f The University has a
C long-range, campuswide plan for making
outdoor lighting up to
standard.
jmf A monthly survey is
^f being conducted by
University police and
USG.
gmt The umbrella-shaped
W parking lot lights are to
be replaced by more
illuminating lights.
See LICHTS, page eight.

Falcons face final
challenge in battle
for MAC dominion
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Turkeys at Biakes's Turkey Farm in Concord, N.H. walk under a 1 Thanksgiving dinner tables, according to owner Charlie Blake.
dark sky. The four and one-half month old birds are destined for |

By Amy Johnson
The BC News

"[Their ideas] have been used
in our plans and will be very

The BG News

■ Complete pre-game coverage
The Bowling Green football of this Saturday's Falcon Football
team will attempt to do some- game against Central Michigan.
began in 1972 and ended during thing Saturday that it hasn't ac- /7
complished under the direction
the summer of 1994.
Secondly, the Falcons have
"The concern of the decline of of fourth-year head coach Gary
the peregrine falcon began in Blackney - clinch the Mid- been even more dominant at
1965," Mattox said. "I became American Conference title at home during Blackney's tenure.
touched by the nature of the Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
In fact, BG has yet to lose at
In 1991 the Falcons locked up home in 19 games under Blackbird."
the league title with a 17-7 win ney.
Mattox began the presentation over Miami. The next season, BG
"I think from the beginning we
with a slide show consisting of captured the MAC crown with a have tried to build winning at
pictures of Greenland and its ge- 28-22 victory over Kent State.
home as part of the renewed traSaturday's game against Cen- dition at Bowling Green," Blacktral Michigan will be a true test, ney said. "I think if you go back
but the Falcons have a couple of over the last 10 years or so, our
things working to their advan- winning percentage has been
tage.
nothing short of phenomenal at
First and foremost is the home. We've tried to build on
simple fact that Blackney's ographic terrain. Additional picsquad has been dominant against tures of peregrine falcons were
MAC competition over the last
are usually people who need test- four years, compiling a record of
ing information or those who fear 28-1-2 over this time span.
See FALCONS, page eight.
exposure," she said. "The
hardest people to reach and the
hardest ones to educate are those
who think they already know
everything about the virus or A look at statistics that shape the University.
those who do not want to learn."
In this respect, the best way to
educate is through small group
lectures in the community and
through the schools, she said.
At the University, students are
[DOYl L. PERRY STADIUM 33,527
able to receive firsthand inforCapacity of 30,599
mation about HIV and AIDS
BG 3, Toledo 6
through the course MED Tech
October 8,1983
205.
The one-hour course, offered
every semester on Fridays from
ANDERSON ARENA 5,918
10:30 to 11:30 am., was started at
Capacity of 5,000
the University more than five
Mens Basketball
years ago as a result of a grant
BG 78, Miami 68
fund from the Ohio Department
January 16,1971
of Health to encourage education, said Betsy Bunner, director
of AIDS education and the AIDS
BG ICE ARENA 5,011
education project at the UniverCapacity of 5,011
sity.
The course is a multidiscipllnBG 3, MSU 6
ary class that focuses on increasNovember 11,1991
ing student sensitivity and
awareness of HIV and AIDS and
helps prevent transmission.
Souiw: Spoils Informuion
Tke BG Nm/hm Mericsko

Disease invades 'Real World'

MTV character, Pedro, sheds new light on living with AIDS
■y Melissa Upowskl
TheBGNews

ment media has been a valuable
instrument in spreading information about the disease, said
Editor's note: This is part four Beverly Nathan, executive direciii a continuing series about HIV tor of David's House, a non-profit
organization in Northwest Ohio
and AIDS.
Living in a society plagued by
HIV and the AIDS virus has
forced many to seek education
regarding protection and prevention.
Few, however, are able to say
they know someone who has suffered from the virus.
Since many are unable to associate either of the diseases with a
face, contracting HIV and AIDS providing social services to peohas always appeared as some- ple with HIV and AIDS.
"If the producers are careful
thing that could only happen to
about the facts they present, the
others - until now.
The MTV program "The Real program has the potential to be
World" has shed new light on the more effective than 100 news
connection between HIV and In- shows," Nathan said.
Programming like this, as well
dividuals.
One of the show's characters, as films like "Philadelphia," are
Pedro, who is HIV positive, gives educational because they realaudiences the opportunity to see istically demonstrate the effects
what It is like to live with HIV. In of HIV and AIDS, Nathan said.
When an audience comes in
addition, it demonstrates how a
person has to deal with it not only contact with an individual who
on a physical level, but also on an has HIV, they are most likely to
listen and learn, Nathan said.
emotional level.
"Most often, when we send
In this respect, the entertain-

INSIDE

HIV-positive speakers out to talk
to a group, we find that the audience is always most interested in
what they have to say more than
just a speaker talking about
AIDS and HIV," she said. "When
they meet an HIV positive person, they can listen and ask questions, and ultimately come away
with more of an education."
In addition, most people are in
awe that the person with AIDS or
HIV standing before their eyes is
a real person, Nathan said.
"It's easy to pigeonhole people
when you have not met them,"
she said. "But when people meet
someone who does not look like
the traditional stereotype of a
person with HIV, like a homosexual, that's when the stereotypes begin to fall away."
People need to be educated on
this subject more than once because Information changes and
new questions arise, Nathan said.
Although there are no local hotlines, there are state and national
hotlines people can call. They are
important in educating the general public, but they do not educate everyone, she said.
"Those who call the hotlines

>EDITORIAL
Joe Pelffer appreciates his
parents and everything they've
done for him.
•-Page 2.

> STATE
Wtckliffe students go back to
school.
• Page 3.

BY THE NUMBERS

The Biggest Crowds at BG
I Sporting Events

SPORTS
Everyone Is requested to pack
Doyt Perry Stadium to watch the
Falcons battle it out with Central
Michigan for an invitation to the
Las Vegas Bowl.
• Page 9.

WEATHER
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Joe Peiffer
city editor

E.A.R.
to the ground
Today is Veteran's Day, and ROTC cadets have
been holding a vigil in the Union Oval since 11
a.m. Thursday in honor of the American POWs and
MIAs throughout the world. The 24-hour vigil ends
today 11 a.m. Before then, show your support, too.
Just stop by and say, "Hi."
• **
E.A.R. Central was very disappointed in the low
voter turnout at Tuesday's elections. These politicians, whether you like them or not, are your voice,
both at local and state levels.
Less than 10 percent of registered students voted.
By not voting, you are pretty much saying you don't
care what happens. At least by voting, you are making a statement and speaking your opinion. If you
don't, you have to deal with someone else's opinion
and can't do anything about it.
• **
The Falcons will play their biggest game of the
year at Doyt L. Perry Stadium Saturday. If they win,
the team will head to Las Vegas in December.
Since BG hasn't lost in its last 19 home games, the
squad can most likely begin to prepare its travel
plans.
E.A.R. wants to see the stands packed with cheering fans to watch the Falcons win the MAC for the
third time in four years.
***
Don't forget that the football team isn't the only
BG squad playing at home this weekend. The volleyball team will host Eastern Michigan at 4 p.m. Saturday in Anderson Arena, and the hockey team will
host Michigan at 7:30 at the Ice Arena. Since none of
the contests conflict with each other, we expect to
see you at these events.
***
Unfortunately, the rainy and cold weather is only
going to get worse, so bring out the long Johns and
warm skivvies. If worse comes to worse, we can all
huddle together for warmth.

Family Ties make the game of Life
Family. There are many definitions for this extraordinary
word. Some see it as friends who
will always be there for you. Others see it as their absolute best
friends. I still define it as anyone
who would drive to Kentucky to
retrieve their son from Jeb and
Lenny, the two bluegrass jailers
who kept asking me to quote the
article of the Constitution "that
says we have to let you use the
toilet."
I love my parents. This was a
fact that was driven home to me
when I recently attended a Catholic wedding with my them. You
know, it's not often my clan journeys out to the steeple. In fact, at
times like these when we are
forced to attend Mass, we often
find ourselves in the back pew,
giggling every time the fat
60-year-old priest tells us to
"take his body and eat of it."
Weddings are a great thing,
anyway. The reception is about
the only bar in the world where
you can talk with someone for
hours on end, really connect with
them and later find out you're related.
But anyhow, my parents have
made some great contributions to
my life. And I think sometimes I
start to take that for granted. My
dad, especially, has contributed
some great ideas.
Like the time when I was 12
and I pulled him aside at a family
gathering.
"Dad, can I ask you something?" I asked in a hushed tone.
"Your mom and I, twice a
week, Joe, come hell or high
water."
"Pretty impressive, Dad, but
that's not really what I'm after,"
I said. "Dad, how do you know

standing for the Pledge of Allegiance because parts of you
might already be "standing up
for the Pledge of Allegiance." If
you know what I mean.
It's the time when you start to
actively explore just how babies
are made.
In sixth grade, I was pretty
sure babies came about by peeing on a girl. In other words,
(surprise!) my maturity level
kinda lagged behind the rest of
my classmates. Consequently,
my life's goal, at the time, was to
when you're really in love?"
purchase the board game "Life."
My father looked at me for a
Why the game of "Life?"
minute and said, "Well, son, if
you could have any woman in the
world, who would it be?"
Just like any 12-year-old who
grew up in the 1980s, I answered,
"Mallory, from Family Ties."
And without missing a beat my
father replied, "Joe, you know
you're in love with a girl when
she makes you feel like 'Nick' for
the rest of your life,"
I don't really recall, but I'm
I thought this was pretty great pretty sure I thought it would
advice •- until I called my last help me score some quiet pee
girlfriend "Mallory" at the "cli- time with the chicks.
max" of our relationship.
Anyhow, since my allowance at
My dad and I are closer than this time was only $1 a week,
ever. My girlfriend dumped me there was little hope of my ever
for some Keaton-looking kid getting to spin the big white
name Alex.
wheel.
Such is life.
Until one day my dad came to
But that just goes to show you me and asked, "Joe, I need you to
how your parents will be there find out what your mom wants
for you even when you screw up. for her birthday."
And there have been times that
Hoping against hope, I dashed
I've really screwed up.
off to inquire of my mother's deThe story my mom most often sires. The answer hit me like a
tells took place during my sixth- brick
grade year.
"A toaster. Tell your father I
The sixth grade is a really want a toaster. And make sure he
weird time. On one hand, it's the gets one with four slices," my
time when you start to become a mom said, flattered that my dad
man. It's the time when you fear thought to ask

Joe
Peiffer

"Your mom and I, twice a week, Joe, come
hell or high water." "Pretty impressive, Dad,
but that's not really what I'm after," I said.
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And by the way. Dad, I know
Mom's birthday is coming up.
She said she'd be delighted with a
keg party in Bowling Green.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist and City Editor at The
News. He wishes to thank "Upside Down Scott" for kegs on a
Tuesday; the city staff, for Detroit and great election coverage;
and Jason for making one hell of
a Subway sub. If you have any
questions, comments or concerns
you can reach him at jpeiffe @
andy.bgsu.edu

Do you think the campus has adequate lighting at night?
f7#*N|
W

372-2603
372-6967
372-6966
372-2952
372-2604
372-6968
372-2602
372-2604

204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
bgnews @ andy.bgsu .edu

But she got over it, and we've
gone on to have a great relationship. Like I said, I wouldn't
trade my parents for anyone else
in the world

MAN ON THE STREET

The BG News Editorial Office
editor
Weekend Reality
managing editor
assistant managing editor
news editor
city editor
sports editor
editorial

So I found myself in a prepubescent quagmire. I figured
mom would get over it.
"Dad, Mom said she wants the
game of 'Life'," I stated firmly,
figuring that I would just make
toast in our old toaster while we
played my new game.
"She wants maim and strife?"
my father asked. He always had
trouble understanding me in my
sixth-grade year.
"No, the game of 'Life'. It's a
board game. They have them at
Children's Palace."
Oh, Mom's birthday was not a
happy one that year.
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"In certain places the lighting
is okay, but it is lacking in
some areas — especially by
the recreation center."

"The biggest place where
lighting needs to be improved
is by the cemetery on Ridge
Street., but the lighting is
inadequate all over campus."

"Even where there is lighting,
it's not good enough. A person
would never be able to see
someone approaching them in
the low lights."

"The poor lighting makes it
unsafe for students to walk
alone at night. There needs to
be upgraded lighting."

Darcie Westrick
Junior
Recreational Programming

Don Petroff
Senior
History

Holly Lolan
Junior
Journalism

Justin Marks
Junior
History
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THEY
SAID IT
"Maybe we can do some business."
Bob Dole, Majority Leader, to President Clinton

4

Top Albums

Top Singles
Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear In
next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.
1. I'll Make Love to You,
Boyz n Men (Motown)
Platinum
2. Here Comes the
Hot stepper, Ini Kamoze
(Columbia)
3. All I wanna Do, Shcryl
Crow (A&M)
4. Another Night, Real
McCoy (Arista)
5. Always, Bon Jovi
(Mercury)
6. Secret, Madonna
(Maverick)
7.1 Wanna Be Down,
Brandy (Atlantic)
8 Never Lie, Immature
(MCA) Gold
9. You Want This • 70s
Love Groove, Janet
Jackson (Virgin)
10. Flava In Ya Ear,
Craig Mack (Bad Boy)
Gold

Welder Kelly Hedger decends down a ladder to work near the bottom of an 81-foot deep coffer dam In East Fork Lake near Ball via,
Ohio Thursday. Crews are building a waterlntake system for the

AP PhotofTom Uhlnun
new Clcrmont County water treatment plant that can process over
21 million gallons a day.

6 years ago

ACROSS
THE STATE
Summit County Coroner William A. Cox determined the pot
did not contain human blood.
Mrs. Heepe had been stabbed
AKRON - Tests on the contents
more than 50 times after she was
of a stove pot at the home of a
strangled, the coroner ruled after
mutilation suspect ruled out hua nine-hour autopsy Wednesday.
man blood but left unanswered
Heepe, SO, has been charged
whether the man ate parts of his
with aggravated murder. His armother's corpse, police said
raignment isn't expected until he
Thursday.
is released from Akron General
More tests will be done on the
Medical Center, where he was bethick liquid "goo" found when
ing treated for diabetes.
officers arrested Henry M.
Heepe confessed to officers
Heepe, police Lt. Robert Pfahl
and said he had "cut out both of
said.
Heepe is accused of strangling her hearts," police said. Cox said
the woman's spleen could have
and dismembering his mother,
been mistaken for a heart.
77-year-old Barbara Heepe. He
Heepe declined further comtold police she was a "vampire
ment and asked for an attorney
devil."
Police went to the Heepe home when officers wanted to know
what had become of "the hearts."
in Akron Monday to check a reCox said police found Heepe
port of a person screaming,
nude in bed with bowel parts
"Help me!" They found Mrs.
Heepe's dismembered corpse
and a pot of what they suspected
were body parts boiling on the
stove.
Police said they suspected
Heepe may have eaten some of
his mother's corpse. Her spleen,
right eye and parts of her stomach and smell intestines were
missing. Heepe had blood stains
around his mouth when he was
found by police.

Cannibalism still questioned

It's
FREE!

EXTRA.!
EXTRA.!

tucked between his legs. The
coroner said Heepe appeared to
be Involved in a sex act.
Police have not revealed a possible motive. Neighbors said
Heepe behaved oddly at times,
and one said he once had exposed
himself.
Heepe had a clean police record, according to a computer
check back through 1983, said
Kelly Warner with the Akron
police records division.
Mrs. Heepe was to be buried in
a private graveside service.

Wickliffe classes resume
WICKLIFFE, Ohio -- Classes
resumed Thursday at a middle
school where a former student allegedly killed a custodian and injured three others before being
wounded in a shootout with
police.
Students were met at the door
by Assistant Principal James Anderson, who was wounded in the
attack Monday. Counselors were
on hand Thursday to help students cope in the aftermath of the
assault.
Classes were canceled Tuesday

and Wednesday, and no school
will be held Friday, school officials said.
Friday had earlier been scheduled as a day for parent-teacher
conferences, but those conferences will be postponed so students,
parents and staff can attend the
funeral for custodian Peter
Christopher.
Relatives have said the alleged
gunman, Keith A. Ledeger, 37, is
a paranoid schizophrenic.
Ledeger, a former Wickliffe
Middle School student, faces aggravated murder and attempted
aggravated murder charges.
Ledeger was wounded in the
right hand, right foot, abdomen
and buttocks during the shootout
with police. He remained in
guarded condition Thursday at
Richmond Heights General Hospital.
Officer Thomas Schmidt, 47,
wounded in the right elbow and
abdomen, was in fair condition at
Cleveland's MetroHealth Medical Center.
Shop teacher Lowell Grimm,
SO, was in critical condition with
gunshot wounds in the chest, abdomen and right arm.
Anderson, SI, was treated and
released Monday for wounds to
his back and buttocks.

Weekly charts for
the nation's benselling albums as they
appear in next week's
issue of Billboard
magazine Reprinted
with permission.
1. 'MTV Unplugged in
New York," Nirvana
(DGC)
2. II, Boys II Men
(Motown)
3. "Murder Was the
Case'Soundtrack"
(Death RowInterscope);
4. Youthanasla,
Megadeth (Capitol) :
5. Smash, Offspring
(Epitaph)
6. Big Ones, Aerosmith
(Geffen)
7. Bedtime Stories,
Madonna (MaverickSire)
8. Wildflowers, Tom
Petty (Warner Bros.)
9. Monster, R .E.M.
(Warner Bros.)
10. From the Cradle,
Eric Clapton (Duck)

In The News
Graduate Students had the
opportunity to test their knowledge of
little-known facts during a trivia
contest sponsored by the Graduate
Student Senate.

You Can Learn A Lot From A
Dummy.
Buckle Your Safety Belt.
The College of Musical Arts
Opera Theater
presents
Albert Herring
November 11 & 12
8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical
Arts Center, BGSU
Tickets:
56, $8, $10
For reservations,
call 372-8171 or
(800) 589-2224

FALCON VOLLEYBALL HOME REGULAR - SEASON FINALE THIS WEEKEND!
TONIGHT vs. CENTRAL, 7 P.M. and TOMORROW vs. EASTERN, 4 P.M.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOoooo

8

%

LAUGH AWAY!

SUNDAY BRUNCH

^
<32

BRAD LOWERY
(comedian)
8PM, NOVEMBER 15, IN THE GALLEY!
FREE & OPEN TO ALL!
y

yfos

call 2-7164 or 2-2343
for more informah'on

\

ROWL~N~GREENERY

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Baked Chicken
Prime Rib
Turkey Breast
Pancakes A Bacon
Inch scrambled eggs, hash brawns, bncon
dutchPHM pelataes, Mashed petataes w/gravy
AI «e hat apple crisp, cakes, and full salad bar.

OPEN 11AM- 2PM
8«-25 Adults
$5.95 Students/Senier Citizens
$3.25 Children 4-12
children 3 and under tree
'"' « Hill

'All Student Meal Cards accepted

A Great Way to Shaw
off your SMARTS

(30Q>[LS©B B©\57[L ©£
NOV 1 • 7-« ■■■ PRACTICE
NOV 19 19 ■■ ACTUAL TOURNAMENT

Held in the BA Building
Sign-up in the UAO office from
Oct. 31 - Nov. 11 $5 per team (refundable)
If you love Jeopardy you'll love this
Winning team will compete at regionals at
Wright State University, Dayton, OH
Sat & Sun Feb 25 & 26,1995

Campus
The BG News
page four
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University team collaborates
By Genell Pavellch
The BG News

integrate computers into their

Husband, wife author computer classrooms-

textbook with Toledo teachers

Two University faculty members, who happen to be married,
recently completed a computer
textbook to help familiarize
"We have different perspecteachers with the Microsoft tives from past experiences
Works software system.
which help us bring different
Gregg Brownell, director of ideas together," Mrs. Brownell
clinical and computer laborator- said.
ies for the College of Education
Mr. Brownell said the text can
and Allied Professions, and help teachers realize the advanNancy Brownell, a faculty mem- tages of using computers in their
ber with the department of Edu- classes.
cational Curriculum and Instruc"With this text, teachers get
tion, recently completed "A Mac specific skills related to using
for the Teacher: Microsoft computers and new technology,"
Works Version," along with two he said. "It also uses a lot of exother authors, in order to help amples from their field."
teachers learn about how to use
The other two contributing aucomputers effectively in the thors are both teachers from
classroom.
Washington Local Schools in
While the Brownells, who have Toledo. Jan Metzger, computer
been married for 15 years, have specialist for the school, and
different jobs at the University, Carol Youngs, computer services
they have collaborated on coordinator for the school, collaprojects in the past and are work- borated with the Brownells to
ing on on-going projects write the text.
together, Mr. Brownell said.
The text is designed to intro"We have similar backgrounds, duce key skills and concepts of
since we both deal with technolo- computer- related teaching.
gy in education," he said. "When Metzger said the text is useful
we work together, we each bring for teachers because the
different examples presented
different aspects to it."

are geared toward them.
"This is an excellent resource
book for educators and those going into education because it
talks about computers in the

The text covers two software
programs designed for Macintosh computers including Microsoft Works and HyperCard.
Microsoft Works includes word
processing, spreadsheet and
graphics functions. HyperCard is
a program for creating interac-

"This is a very useful tool for
teachers because it applies to
their own needs."
Nancy Brownell
Education Curriculum and Instruction
classroom and how they can be
used," she said.
Mrs. Brownell also said the
text can be very helpful for
teachers to use.
'This is a very useful tool for
teachers because it applies to
their own needs," she said. "Basically, we want teachers to work
more efficiently and be able to

tive software and Mac-based
presentations.
Metzger said the text is easy to
understand, and many people are
pleased with it.
"This text is very hands-on and
step-by-step. Those people who
aren't as familiar with computers
can start simple," she said.

Program targets economic growth
University, will be speaking
about her research, which focuses on ways the economy could
grow at a faster rate and the
changes it is constantly undergoing.
The program will take place in
Room 4000 of the Business Administration Building and is free
and open to the public.
Through the use of a lecture.

By Crlstl Ellwond
The BG News

For those students and faculty
members with an interest in the
economy, the University will
present a program on the economic growth behavioral patterns today at 3:30 p.m.
Lisa Rosenberry, assistant
professor of economics at the

slide presentation and a question economy.
For example, productivity in
and answer session, Rosenberry
will attempt to define the concept the 1700s was much different
than the present due to technoof stat ionarit y.
Stationarity is the factors or logical advances. Trying to lump
underlying variables that do not the productivity data from the
1700s with today's data would rechange in an economy.
sult in a condition known as nonThere is a need for stationarity stationarity because there is virto determine economic theories tually no comparison, Rosenand estimate relationships in the berry said.

University students
experience African
rhythms firsthand
By Lawrence Hannan
The BG News

A lot of students find it helpful to combine their classroom
studies with real world experience. For a music professor, his
graduate assistant and 10 of his students, that experience involved spending three weeks in Ghana, Africa.
Earlier this year, Steven Cornelius, an assistant professor in
the College of Musical Arts, took his students to Ghana in conjunction with the Dagbe Cultural Institute and Arts Center in
Kopeyia, a city in Ghana.
Cornelius said he took his students to Africa so they could
view a place where the rhythms of life and the rhythms of native
music are the same.
"I'm teaching an ensemble group that studies African music,"
he said. "I wanted them to see the source of the music they were
studying in Africa."
Cornelius said the University was very supportive of the trip
but did not provide direct financial assistance for it.
"The students paid for it themselves," he said. "Although they
did receive some help with grants from International Education."
Nicki Garber, one of the students who went on the trip, said
she did not just learn about music while in Africa.
"We learned a lot about the African people and how they
lived," Garber said. "The village we stayed in had no electricity
or running water."
Garber also said there were a lot of good things in Africa to
see.
"Everyone was for everybody else there," she said. "It was
much more laid-back than it is here, and the people were much
more open and friendly."
Dance major Erin Staley went on the trip so she could build
some training in African dance. She said she also received a
crash course in culture.
"We learned a lot about African culture as well as African
singing and music," Staley said. "I went in not knowing what to
expect, but all the people in the village were incredibly friendly.
I was impressed by their community."
Cornelius said he was hoping to take another group of students
somewhere this year but probably won't be able to until 1996.

University of Iowa students, Greek life members will
staff members fight' sex act' dance for city rec center
phere that threatens academic
freedom," said Tom Lewis, a
professor of Spanish and comparative literature and founder
Iowa City, Iowa - University of
of the university's Campaign for
Iowa professors and teaching
Academic Freedom. "Something
assistants are pledging to ignore
a teacher has taught for years
a policy that requires instructors
can be called into question beto warn students before presentcause it may offend someone. It's
!»»■■—————————■■■•■■■ a dubious policy because virtually anything can come under that
description."
Teaching assistants have led
NOV. 18
7-8pm PRACTICE
campus marches against the polACTUAL
NOV. 19 10 am
icy, and professors and students
have declared entire campus
TOURNAMENT
buildings "policy-free zones."
Faculty members said they
office Oct. 31 - Nov. 11
Sign up in
won't stop sounding off until the
$5 per team, refundable
Iowa Board of Regents overturns
Held i n BA Bui Idinq Winner will compete at regionals Feb. 25 - 26 I what has become to be known on
I———— ■»—■———————I
campus as the "sex act" policy.
By Marco Buscaglla
The College Press Service

ing "unusual or unexpected" material in their courses.
The "explicit materials" policy, approved in January by the
Iowa Board of Regents, infringes
on their academic freedom,
professors said.
"The policy creates an atmos-

COLLEGE BOWL'94.

By Meredith Tremaln
The BG News

Starting tonight, members of
the University's Greek Life will
dance the night away and continue into Saturday morning.
C.A.R.E.-A-Thon,

a

15-hour

dance marathon, will raise
money for a Bowling Green recreation center.
"The idea [for the dance marathon] was modeled off Perm
State's 72-hour dance marathon,"
said Christina Belardl, an organizer of C. ARE.-A-Thon.
The dance marathon is at Veterans Memorial Building at City
Park. It starts Friday, Nov. 11 at
S p.m. and continues until 8 a.m.

on Saturday.
Belardi said the dance marathon is "open to campus and
community."
The C.A.R.E.-A-Thon has
several activities planned each
hour.
"Each hour is a new theme one hour is early 80's, 50's music, line dancing and karaoke,"
Belardi said.
Greek Life hopes to make the
dance marathon a Bowling Green
tradition.
"[Greek Life] used to have a
Care Fair, but it was not raising a
lot of money," said Todd Klcismit, member of Phi Sigma Kappa
and publicity chairman for
C.ARE.-A-Thon.

Both Belardi and Kleismit said
they believe the C.A.R.E.-A-Thon
will raise more money for the
city recreation department than
the Care Fair.

"Each hour is a new
theme ~ one hour is
early 80's, SO's music,
line dancing and
karaoke."
Christina Belardi
C.A.R.E.-A-Thon organizer
"There is no official goal, but
my personal goal is at least
$3,000." Kleismit said.
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Intern candidates Festival offers sample of cultures
Students, community welcomed
should apply as
by World Student Association
soon as possible
By Melissa Llpowskl
The BG News

By Randy Jatfe
The BG News
"Soon" is the operative word
when it comes to applying for
summer, spring and fall internships at the University. The opportunities to participate in these
cooperative education programs
are limited, and positions will fill
up quickly in the next couple of
months.
Several factors will increase a
student's possibilities of gaining
the desired internship, said
Sandy Schmidt, secretary at the
Cooperative Education Program
Office.
Because long-distance internships are typically .JSS desirable
than more localized openings,
University officials encourage
applicants to relocate if possible
to increase their chances of obtaining a position.
Some companies even pay relocation expenses or assist interns in finding affordable living
arrangements near the site of
their internship to help ease the
strain of moving, Schmidt said.
The best time to start applying
for summer internships is either
at the end of this semester or at
the beginning of the spring semester, Schmidt added. Internship positions have their own
deadlines that are set by individual employers. The majority of
these positions are usually filled
by spring break.
The first step in seeking an internship in any field is to visit the
Co-op Office OP the second floor
of the Administration Building.
There, one is required to submit
a resume and an unofficial grade
transcript, as well as fill out an

informational folder to be filed in
the office.
Assistance for writing resumes
can be acquired from professors
and advisers within one's field of
study. Unofficial transcripts can
be attained through individual
college offices by presenting a
University I.D.
Following one's Initial registration with the Co-op Office, the
student is encouraged to come
back to the office at least once a
week to sign up for all available
positions. New internship openings are posted daily on the office bulletin board, so the more
often one visits, the more apt one
is to find a desirable position,
Schmidt said.
Once an internship has been selected by the student, the Co-op
Office sends a resume to the employer. Representatives from the
company offering the internship
visit the campus, and interviews
are arranged with the prospective interns. Interviews are
usually the deciding factor in determining which applicants
receive an internship, Schmidt
said.
The University's co-op program is free of charge. Students
usually do not receive any class
credits while interning, but they
do maintain their status as fulltime students.
Major companies and corporations from all over the nation
sponsor internships on campus.
Such names as IBM, Disney,
Mead Paper Systems, State Farm
and AT&T are regularly featured
on the Co-op Office's bulletin
board.

University students and community members will be able to
sample a variety of cultures Saturday as the World Student Association presents the 1994 International Festival.
The World Student Association
is an organization of more than
500 international and American
students who exchange information about their cultures, said
Lawrence One, public relations
coordinator for the World Student Association.
The annual festival, which will
take place at St. Thomas More

Lawrence Ong
World Student Association.

The BG Ntwi/Roii Wclllncr

Members of the University's Air Force ROTC unit prepare to
spend the night In the University Union Oval as a vigil for POWs
and MIAs. The vigil is In celebration of Armistice Day, when the

play - 'sticks and stones', "basket
dice' and 'horse race'," Pekarcik
said.
In addition to playing games,
seminar participants will learn
how these early Ohioans used
weapons such as spears, tomahawks and bows and arrows.
They will also leam how the
tribes made use of everything in
their environment.
"For example, the fuzz from a
cattail was used as disposable
diaper material," Pekarcik said.
During the seminar, Pekarcik
will tell authentic tribal stories
and legends and recommend
books that can be used by teachers for class units about Ohio's
Native Americans.
Pekarcik said the goal of the
workshop is to bring attention to
the success of the NativeAmerican culture so it can be
passed down to future generations.
"The Indians lived here 12,000
years successfully," Pekarcik
said. "What can we learn from
their culture to help our children
become better?"
The seminar is open to everyone. The registration fee is $50,
and the deadline is Nov. 11.

<y************>

'Even With fAn Air 'Bag, you Are
9^pt CompkteCy Covered

"This is an opportunity for all of us to share
our customs and cultures with each other.
Not only can students meet with other
students, but they can find out... about other
countries' customs."

Weary soldiers

Seminar focuses on history,
culture of Native Americans
ron. Pekarcik travels to different
By Heather Cvengros
universities such as Kent State
The BG News
University and Cleveland State
People can relive the American University to conduct his stoIndian way of life 500 years ago rytelling, said Edieann Biesbrock-Didham, director of marfor a day.
The University will conduct a keting and promotion.
day-long seminar on Nov. 12
In 1983, Pekarcik gave his first
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Room
1104A of Offenhauer West. Those Indian history talk to his daughtwith a personal or professional er's elementary class and disinterest will have the opportunity covered that he enjoyed speaking
to learn more about American in a classroom setting.
Indians and the heritage of those
tribes which occupied Ohio when Pekarcik joined a group of Akthe first European settlers ar- ron storytellers and helped form
a new chapter of the National
rived In North America.
Story League. He speaks at liThe program, "Ohio Indians - braries, schools, hospitals, sumA Multicultural Approach," will mer camps, historical societies
focus on a half-dozen tribes in- and nursing homes. Pekarcik has
cluding the Delaware, Wyandot, studied Ohio Indian villages for
Miami and Shawnee. The pro- the past 15 years. As part of his
gram will explain how these study, he has collected authentic
early inhabitants worked, hunt- artifacts dating back 10,000
ed, raised families and fought to years. He use;, the artifacts to
survive and preserve their lands. bring the Native-American culture to life.
"I discuss Indians not as skeleThe guest speaker is professional storyteller John Pekarcik, tons or artifacts, but as real, live,
a University alumnus. Pekarcik vital human beings," Pekarcik
graduated from the University in said.
1965 with a Bachelor's degree In
liberal arts.
Audience participation Is a key
Pekarcik conducts a storytell- part of Pekarcik's presentation.
ing class at the University of Ak"I have three Indian games to

Parish from 7 to 9 p.m., is
centered around the theme of
"World University."
Highlighting more than 24
countries including New Zealand, Austria Japan, France,
China and Malaysia, the festival
will offer guests the opportunity
to learn about the culture, dance,
song, food and fashion of the nations, Ong said.
In addition, there will be a karate demonstration as well as a tai
chi demonstration, he said.

of us to share our customs and.
cultures with each other," Ong ,
said. "Not only can students meet
with other students, but they can
find out the right information'
"This is an opportunity for all about other countries' customs

armistice ending World War I was signed. The armistice was
signed at 11 a.m. on the 11th day of the 11th month.

Harvard opens doors
to Beavis, Butthead
By Andrew A. Green
College Press Service

ead" excerpts from shows in the
last three months.
"In the case of violence on TV,
the rights of the producers, creators, investors and cable companies may run counter to those
of society by causing it harm,"
said Head Teaching Fellow Jerry
Ussem.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.- The
chances of Beavis and Butthead
getting into Harvard seem pretty
slim. But Harvard Business
School, on the other hand, is no
problem.
"Beavis and Butthead," the
MTV show about a moronic, muThe students debated whether
sic video-watching cartoon duo, television is responsible for its
was the main case study last impact on society.
week in a second-year Business
School class taught by Shad
Professor of Business Ethics
Joseph L. Badaracco.
m^

Now Leasing Spring Semester

Management Inc.
|1 bdrm, 215 E. Poe #65j
all util. except, elect.
starts at 8310/mo.
353-5800

AIEECA
Management Inc.

Stop in our office
located at 1045 N. Main
for a complete list
of apts. (419) 353-5800

REPROgraphics
*^'
in

The class, "Moral Dilemmas of
Management," used the popular
show to examine how business
interests may be harmful to society. While the topic proved controversial, many students were
impressed with the surprising
relevancy of the case study.
"I loved it," said student Michael J. Staisil.
Badaracco presented the
"Beavis and Butthead" case
study to the class, including a description of the show excerpts,
information on the growth of the
cable industry, some financial information and a brief overview
of the arguments in favor and
against the show.
Then Badaracco viewed eight
minutes of "Beavis and Butth-
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Go FaUons
Try our Famous Barbecue Sauces for Ribs,
Chicken and Sandwiches
BLAZERS

A variety of seafood and our

"own" claai chowder.
Inch clamg, scallop*, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete aalad bar, baked potato
c^.
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Hills
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Lamarre

Defense
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BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

#1

Rob
Schaad
Student
Equipment
Manager

163 S. MAIN
352-2595
FAX 353-5210
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
GOOD LUCK FALCON HOCKEY

Bob
Petrie
I .
WM

118 N. MAIN
352-8424
GO FALCONS!
YOUR THE
BEST!

Goalie
5'10"175lbs.So.
Canton, Ml

352-7732
(parking in rear)

Good Luck Falcon
Hockey

#4
Todd
Kelman

#5
Ben
White

Defense
6T195lbs.So.
Calgary, ALBERTA

Defense
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#11
Dale
Crombeen

#12
Mike
Johnson

#14
Brad
Holzinger

RightWing
6T185IDS.SO.
Scarborough, ONTARIO

LeftWing
60'185lbs.Fr.
Parma.OH

, '■*■ Mr

RightWing
A
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GOOD LUCK
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#25
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#29
Will
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Republicans take over Congress Cable regulators
Incoming committee chiefs lay consider raising
out agendas, pledge tax cuts
subscriber rates
By Alan Fram
The Associated Press

AP Photo/C«roly» KMMil
Bob Dole, the soon-to-be Senate majority leader, prepare* to
board bis plane Thursday in St. Paul, Minn., after a brief stop
during his "Republican Victory Tour."

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.
Need help with
Interviewing Looks?
PRESENTATION
OF BUSINESS
MAKEOVERS!
NOV. 14, 8 PM
115 BA
FREE!

call 2-2343 for info.

FALCONS
Continued from page one.
also presented during the slide
show.
"The peregrine falcon is about
the size of a crow and is known as
one of the fastest flying birds,"
Mattox said. "The falcons normally rest on cliffs overlooking
water."
The peregrine falcon has been
cited in skyscrapes of large cities, such as the Commodore
Perry Hotel in Toledo, Mattox
said. The best time to view the
falcons are during the spring.
The falcons have also been cited
in Dayton and Cleveland, he said.
Audience members commented on issues brought up by Mattox.
"As a geologist, I was very interested in the information con-

WASHINGTON - The man
likely to take over the House's
tax-writing committee is outlining plans for a quick tax cut and talking about ending the income tax altogether. A Virginia
Republican says he'll halt a probe
of the tobacco industry. Jesse
Helms says he'll use his panel to
slice foreign aid.
Republicans who will take over
Congress' committees next year
are beginning to spell out thenaims.
President Clinton and nowoutnumbered Democrats will resist them on many fronts. But for
the first time in 40 years, January will see Republicans at the
controls in Congress, better able
to advance ideas that Democrats
had long consigned to committee
corners.
"In a way it is like a dream, but
it's a reality today, and we've got
to roll up our sleeves," Rep. Bill
Archer, who will probably take
over the tax-writing Ways and
Means Committee, said Thursday.
Archer, R-Texas, told reporters he will immediately push to
reduce the capital gains tax on
profits from property sales, and
to trim other taxes on many families, the elderly, people who save
money for medical reasons and
others. His panel will also try to
revamp the welfare system to
discourage people from relying
too heavily on it, he said.
Archer also spoke of a longerrange goal: "a complete replacement of the income tax,"
perhaps with a national sales tax
Many Democrats have argued
that such an idea could put a proportionately heavier burden on
cerning the falcons' life in general," said Sheila Roberts, an assistant professor of geology.
One University student said
she attended because of the falcons' relation to the University
mascot.
"I just thought it was interesting to learn about our school
mascot," said Tamara Jimlson.

PLAY THE GAME
WITHOUT THE PAIN

the poor, who must spend more
of their income than well-off
people do.
A substitute for the income tax
should be "the engine that will
drive job creation, economic activity, increase the effective income for the people of this country," Archer said.
Other incoming committee
chiefs are laying out their agendas, too. They include:
Helms, R-N.C, the conservative who will take over the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee. He
said that he wants to cut foreign
aid, that the program "has spent
an estimated $2 trillion of the
America taxpayers' money,
much of it going down foreign rat
holes."
Rep. Thomas Bliley, R-Va,
who will probably head the
Health and Environment Subcommittee. Bliley said he will
end Congress' investigation of
the tobacco industry because "I
don't think we need any more legislation regulating tobacco." Philip Morris USA is the largest private employer in his district, and
he received $93,790 from tobacco-related interests from 1987 to
1992.
Rep. Pat Roberts, R-Kan.,
likely chairman of the House
Agriculture Committee. He said
he wants to hold hearings on "the
fraud, waste and abuse, and the
organized crime entrance in the
food stamp program."
Sen. Pete Domenlci, R-N.M.,
who will regain the chairmanship
of the Senate Budget Committee.
His panel will try to quickly approve legislation strengthening
the president's ability to kill individual projects in spending
bills, and will endorse a constitutional amendment requiring a
balanced budget, he said.
■ Sen. Strom Thurmond,
R-S.C, who will become chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee. Thurmond,
who will be 92 next month, will
try to halt'the slide the Pentagon's budget has experienced
since the Bush administration,
said spokeswoman Chris Cimko.
■ Sen. Nancy Kassebaum, who
will displace Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., as head of the
Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee. She said she
favors giving the states all responsibility for welfare programs, and in exchange having
the federal government pay all
Medicaid bills.
Most of the items the incoming
chairmen discussed were part of
the "Contract With America," the
campaign manifesto that many
GOP House candidates signed.
The document, similar to promises many Republican Senate
candidates made, pledges tax
cuts, tougher sentences for many
criminals, and other steps.

20,000
readers
daily
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Play painlessly on an international level
when you predict quarterback plays
during live televised NFL, College and
Canadian football games. Prizes
awarded to top network players.

QB1 puts you in the quarterback's
shoes, but don't worry about the blitz.
With NTN's interactive system, you
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the pros go to war on live TV.
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WASHINGTON - Just six
months after implementing a 7
percent cut in cable television
rates, the Federal Communications Commission is taking
steps that could erode the savings that millions of subscribers expect to receive.
Federal regulators today are
considering whether to allow a
rise in regulated cable rates to
encourage system owners to
put on more channels.
Supporters say the plan
would give subscribers more
for their money and expand
their viewing choices.
Since rate regulation took
effect last year, systems have
added few. channels to their
lineups, saying regulations
discouraged them from doing
so.
The FCC's plan would let the
nation's 11,000 local cable
systems charge subscribers
more when they add channels
to regulated levels of service.
An estimated 59 million
households subscribe to cable
television.
Regulators were still working out how much systems
could charge. Under one option, they would be allowed to
charge up to $1.50 a month or a total of $18 a year -- over
a two or three-year period,
said FCC officials and cable
industry executives, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
In return, subscribers could
get at least six new channels.
"That's a good deal," said a
cable industry executive, who
spoke on condition of anonymity. "You're getting 10 percent
more in channels for less than
a 10 percent increase in
price."
FCC officials were quick to
point out that neither the size
of the cap nor the time period
had been decided. "It is in
flux," one official said.
The plan, which would take
effect Jan. 1, does not include
rate adjustments for inflation.
For months, federal regulators have been trying to figure
out how to encourage systems
to expand program lineups
while not undermining rate
regulations, which are de-

signed to save consumers
money.
In May, the FCC implemented the second of two rate cuts,
after determining that the
first set of rate regulations
didn't work as intended. The
first rate cut, implemented in
September 1993, was 10 percent.
A FCC survey estimated
that subscribers saved on
average $2.18 a month between August 1993 and July
1994 on charges for cable programs and equipment.
For the FCC, trying to
protect subscriber savings
while encouraging new services has been a contentious
and politically charged process.
Two commissioners - Republicans Andrew Barrett and
Rachelle Chong - have been
pushing for stronger incentives for cable companies. Depending on the outcome of negotiations, they could end up
opposing the plan, industry
sources said.
Congress in 1992 ordered
the FCC to re-regulate cable
rates as way to save consumers millions of dollars, and
congressional proponents of
regulation are warily watching the new plan.
Existing rules, regarded as
inadequate by the cable industry, permit cable system
owners to periodically increase rates to cover a number of increases In business
costs, including programming.
Systems are permitted to
charge an additional amount
per channel, plus a 7.5 percent
markup. The increases can be
passed along to subscribers.
Another part of the FCC's
plan is expected to allow cable
subscribers to be charged an
unregulated price for other
channels added to their
systems' lineups.
These channels - which can
be anything not previously
carried on the system - could
not be added to regulated
levels of service. They must
be included in a separate
package. In return for the regulatory flexibility, systems
cannot move channels currently carried on regulated
tiers to unregulated ones.

LIGHTS
Continued from page one.

lighting at its brightest.
"Our electric shop replaces the
burned out lights on a continuous
basis," Cogar said.
Currently, the plant Is working
on a project to replace the urnhelpful to this master plan process that we're Just starting
with," Cogar said.
Barbara Waddell, pubUc information officer for public
safety, said campus lighting is
addressed year-round. She said a
monthly survey is conducted by
University police and USG.
"We literally look at every outside bulb around campus," Wad-

brella shaped parking lot lights
with more modem lights. The
new lights will illuminate more
of the ground and less of the sky,
he said.
"That's a project that is
already underway and should be
done by Christmas of this year,"
Cogar said.
Waddell said the University
police receive many comments
from students concerning the exterior lighting.
"We do hear a lot of comments
about lighting," WaddeU said.
"We hear from students that
think there is adequate lighting
and some that don't think there Is
enough."
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* Come watch BGSU vs. Central Michigan
ON THE BIG SCREEN T.V.

By Jeannlne Aversa
The Associated Press
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Cost: f.0v or 3/81.00

Tickets will be on sale
Friday, November 11 through
Wednesday, November 16
at the BG News Office: 210 West
Hall. For more information contact
Leah or Julie at 372-6966.

Drawings will take place Thursday,
November 17 at noon at the BC News.
Sponsored by:
Kinko's, Ben Franklin, Subway, Finders,
SBX, University Bookstore, Downtown,
Cosmos, Pizza Hut

Bored Of
Education?
London $399*
Paris
$429*
Frankfurt $499*
Madrid $509*
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Cound navel
8 East 13th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43201
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Saturday brawl decides it all
BG anxious to get back to Vegas Defense must stop
By Marty Fuller
The BC News
The "Chipps" are on the table
for the BG football team as it collides with Central Michigan at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium on Saturday to fight for the MidAmerican Conference championship and the right to move on to
the Las Vegas Bowl.
"I've never been part of a bigger game in all of my coaching
career," BG head coach Gary
Blackney said. "The whole
season boils down to one game."
The Falcons (9-1 overall, 7-0 in
the MAC) look to collect their
third conference title in the last
four years with a victory over the
Chippewas (8-2 overall, 7-1 in the
MAC).
"This means everything;
there's no consolation. If you're

in the Big Ten, you're headed to
Disney World or some other
place. Here, you sit at home and
watch everybody play on television," Blackney said.
In his four-year tenure at BG,
the Chippewas are the only conference team that has been able
to defeat one of Blackney's
squads. Last year CMU downed
the Falcons in Mount Pleasant,
17-15.
"I don't know if [the loss] is as
big a motivational factor as what
I said. Everything that we've
worked for, all the sweat, all the
pain, everything that you put into
a football program, comes down
to 60 minutes of football between
two real excellent teams, in my
opinion," Blackney said. Firstyear CMU head coach Dick Flynn
centers his offensive attack
around senior tailback Brian

Pruitt, who is coming off a record-setting game against
Toledo. Pruitt rushed for 356
yards and had 435 all-purpose
yards, both MAC records.
Pruitt is the nation's leading
rusher, averaging 174.9 yards a
game and 6.7 yards per carry. He
has rushed for 18 touchdowns
and has topped the 100-yard barrier in eight contests this season.
"Brian is an outstanding football player who combines excellent speed with power," Flynn
said.
The Falcon offensive attack is
centered around junior signalcaller Ryan Henry. Last week
against Kent, Henry was 22 of 39
for a career-high 370 passing
yards. Henry remains the third
rated quarterback in the country
in the passing efficiency category.

As a team, BG rates third in the
conference in total offense with
410.2 yards a game. The Chippewas are rated second, racking up
415.5 yards per contest.
With two high-powered
offenses clashing, it might come
down to the defensive capabilities of each team that decides
this game. The Falcon defense
gives up an average of 308.8
yards a game and is rated first in
the league surrendering just 13.8
points a game. CMU yields 349.7
yards per contest while allowing
23 points.
"I'm so excited about this
game, I can hardly keep it inside.
Two great teams, 60 minutes,
winner take all," Blackney said.
The conference title matchup
will by televised by the Prime
cable network at 12:30 p.m. on
Saturday.
* * * While their teams didn't
make it to the championship
game this season, some of the
other MAC coaches commented
on the keys to Saturday's title
game.
Toledo head coach Gary Plnkel'T think, obviously, Bowling
Green playing at their place, and
how well they've done at home,
lends itself a little more to Bowling Green. But, like any big
game, I think that it's going to
come down to turnovers and defense."
Western Michigan's Al Molde
"After losing to Ball State,
Central has really been on a roll.
They have built up a lot of momentum. We haven't played
Bowling Green, but I've seen
them on tape and they just look
like a machine. Every week their
running game seems to get
stronger, and Henry looks like a
magician back there."
Miami head coach Randy Walker
"It looks like both teams are
going to score some points with
the offenses that they have. Obviously you're going to have to
stop Pruitt.
"But on the other hand. Bowling Green just has so many
weapons. I guess it's just going to
come down to what defense can
measure up to the test."

Pruitt's run for title
By Mike Kaztmore
The BC News
There is one remaining stop
left on Brian Pruitt's run to the
Mid-American Conference
championship - Bowling Green.
Pruitt has almost singlehandedly helped Central Michigan to its 8-2 overall record and
7-1 mark in the MAC.
During the first 10 games of
the year, Pruitt has already
rushed for 1,749 yards, which is
tops in the nation. Last week
alone he ran for 356 yards
against the University of Toledo.
He also scored five touchdowns
to give him 114 points on the
season, which ties him for the
NCAA lead with Colorado's Rashaan Salaam.

BG Offense
Total yards rushing - 1853
Rushing yards a game - 185.3
Avg. yards per rush - 3.9

Brian Pruitt

Total yards rushing - 1749
Rushing yards a game - 174.9
Avg, yards per rush - 6.7

"Brian's performance was unbelievable," said CMU head
coach Dick Flynn. "Our offensive
line did a great job, but he just
put on one of those great, great
performances that you only see
once in a while. He's just a great
back, as good as there is around.
"His goal that he was really
committed to was to play consistently all year long. Having
that attitude, he has seemed to
elevate his performance every
week."
Pruitt is the main reason that
the Chippewas have run over opponents to the tune of 286.5 yards
per game, the best rushing figure
in the MAC and fourth best in the
country.
Given all of Pruitt's success
this season, it seems obvious that
the key to stopping CMU is to
shut down Pruitt.
So far this season, the Bowling

Green defensive unit has had a
lot of success in holding down the
opposition's running attack yielding just 122.9 rushing
yards per game, which ranks
them first in the MAC. But then
again, it hasn't come across the
likes of Pruitt yet.

"If you want to
reduce it to
fundamental issues,
it's 'Can we contain
Pruitt, and can their
defense deal with our
offense?"

Gary Blackney
BC head coach

"We have to bring him under
control, and by that I mean letting him get his 150 yards,"
Blackney said. "If you want to
reduce it to fundamental issues,
it's 'Can we contain Pruitt, and
can their defense deal with our
offense?"
While both coaches agree that
defense will be a significant key
to the game, they also both said
that Saturday's contest is what
they've worked for all season.
"You work all year, and this is
what you've worked for," Flynn
said. "There's only one thing on
all of the players' minds, and
that's winning the championship."
MartPTa*

CHINA GATE
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We serve lunch,
dinner & daily
cocktails
WodnoMl.iy. Friday A Sunday
I unch Buffet

1616 E. Wooster
352-9153

FREE DELIVERY

In Celebration of National Children's Book Week,
The University Bookstore
has Invited a Special Guest just for YOU!

Mmm th(B JP®@ih
Drawings

Puppet
Shows

Saturday
November 12

10:00:2:00

Games

Special
Christmas
Books

Coloring
Fun

Tkc BG NCVI/ROM Wcltincr
Bowling Green's Trevor Stover bauls In a pass from Ryan Henry during the Falcons' S9-36 victory over
Ball State earlier this season. With a win against Central Michigan Saturday, the Falcons will advance
to the Las Vegas Bowl.

Applications for

• spring '95 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 22.

Dinoland
Prizes
"In the Round.
Underground
Bookstore.
That's where

Coupons
good
through
11/29

^ t

Stuffed
Animals

la nr

No other discounts apply
20% OFF Children's Books and Clothing!
Just in time to make out those Holiday Wish Lists.
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Mon. • Thur. 8 -6

Fri. 8 -5

Sat. 9 -5
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Wisconsin
tailback
arrested
The Associated Press
MADISON, Wis. -- University
of Wisconsin tailback Brent
Moss, the Rose Bowl MVP, was
arrested on a cocaine charge,
police said today. Coach Barry
Alvarez said Moss has been
thrown off the football team.
Moss, 22, was arrested
Wednesday night on the city's
South Side on a police charge of
possessing crack cocaine with intent to deliver, Lt. Jill Klubertanz
said.
Moss was carrying four-tenths
of a gram of crack with a street
value of $50, police spokeswoman Dorothy Doheny said.
"There's nothing for me to do
about it other than he's dismissed
from the football team, and it lies
in the hands of the court right
now," Alvarez told WLZR Radio
in Milwaukee.
Alvarez didn't immediately return telephone calls from The
Associated Press. The school was
preparing a statement, sports information director Steve Malchow said.
Doheny declined to elaborate
on the circumstances of Moss'
arrest. He also was accused of
speeding and failing to signal a
turn, she said.
A 21-year-old man who was a
passenger in a car driven by
Moss was arrested on a police
charge of delivery of crack cocaine and open intoxicants in a
motor vehicle, Doheny said.
Moss remained in custody this
morning, Klubertanz said. No
formal charges had been filed by
the Dane County District Attorney's Office. No court appearance was scheduled.

Powers wants
to reestablish
winning ways
By John Boyle
The BG News
The Michigan hockey program lias been in the 1990s
what the Bowling Green
hockey program was in the late
1970s and early 1980s ~ consistent winners.
The Wolverines have posted
four consecutive seasons of 30
or more wins
and have won
the CCHA
regular
season crown
twice since
1990.
"It's a team
that... has
really gotten
used to winning," BG
head coach Buddy Powers said
of Michigan. "And that's the
thing that we have to reestablish here."
Bowling Green (7-2 overall,
5-1 CCHA) will get a chance to
do just that when it hosts the
Wolverines Saturday night at
the Ice Arena.
Third place Michigan (5-2
overall, 3-1 CCHA) trails the
second place Falcons by four
points in the CCHA standings.
But the Wolverines have two
games in hand on BG.
"They're a team with mucho
talent," Powers said; "They got
a lot of horses on that club.
We've got to be at our best if
we're gonna take them on."

One of their top horses is
Mike Knuble, who just returned to the lineup last Friday
against Ohio State after missing four games due to an irregular heartbeat. The nation's
leader in power-play goals last
season with 21, Knuble had two
goals and an assist in UM's.10-2
win over the Buckeyes.
Besides Knuble, Michigan
boasts a balanced offensive attack. The Wolverines have five
players with at least 10 points
this season. Sophomore Jason
Botterill, this week's CCHA
Offensive Player of the Week,
leads the maize and blue with
12 points on the strength of
seven goals and five assists.
But the Falcons' offense is
even more balanced.
Senior Brian Holzinger leads
a team that has five of the top
seven scorers in the conference. Holzinger is first with 21
points, followed by Curtis Fry
(15), Mike Johnson (14), Kevin
Lune (13) and Kelly Perrault
(12).
"A lot of guys have contributed to the offense, and that's
probably helped us out more
than anything this year,"
Powers said.
The goaltending has also
helped out this year. Senior
Will Clarke and sophomore
Bob Petrie have been platooned all season. Powers was

The BCNewi/nic photo

Bowling Green's Kelly Perrault clears the puck from the BG zone during the Falcons' opening night
win over Guelph.
undecided about who would get
the nod for Saturday's game.
Both teams are currently
ranked in the top 10 in various
media and coaches' polls. And
coming off a 7-4 loss to No.2
Michigan State on Wednesday,
the Falcons want to show they
deserve such praise, Holzinger

said.
"There's no question we
want to rebound from our loss
to Michigan State, and it's a
good opportunity for us to do
that," he said. "We're a top 10
team in the national poll, and
we have to prove ourselves a
little bit to prove we deserve

it."
* * *Perrault and Johnson
return to the lineup after serving their one-game suspensions. Both received a game
disqualification against Notre
Dame and had to sit out
Wednesday's game at Michigan State.

MAC ATTACK! FALCON FOOTBALL vs. CENTRAL . . TOMORROW 12:30 P.M.
Come help your Falcons keep their home unbeaten streak alive and capture the MAC Title at HOME!

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Portaits are underway!
i

Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily
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Worthy calls
t quits after
}
2 seasons

Trent and Ohio ready to repeat

;

BG slated for second-place finish
by media in MAC preseason poll

i he Associated Press
INGLEWOOD, Calif. - Those
;audy, high-flying days of
"Showtime" are over.
Gone, too, are the performers
who turned the Los Angeles
' akers into NBA champions and
' 'ie Forum into Hollywood South.
James Worthy, the last "Showime" link, is retiring today, ending his 12-year NBA career and
completing the final breakup of
one of basketball's great acts.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Magic
Johnson, Michael Cooper and
Kurt Rambis have all retired.
Hyron Scott now plays for the Indiana Pacers, A.C. Green is with
the Phoenix Suns and Pat Rlley
coaches the New York Knicks.
"I hate to see him go. James
was a big part of all the Lakers
championship teams," said Sam
ferkins of the Seattle SuperSonics. "He deserves a lot of acco' tides. I spoke to James about it,
i nd he told me he was happy
obout his decision to come out at
•liis time. I think his decision to
come out was the right one."
Worthy, 33, started this season
on the injured list because of
tendinitis in his left knee and
wasn't being counted on by new
coach Del Harris to play a
prominent role. He left the team
last month when his mother died
in North Carolina, and hasn't
been with the Lakers since.
"With the new Laker system,
lots of new players and a new
coach, it was a good time for
him" to retire, said Perkins, who
played with Worthy on the
Lakers and on a University of
North Carolina team that starred
Michael Jordan.
Worthy, a seven-time All Star
and MVP of the 1988 NBA Finals,
joined the Lakers in 1982 as the
No. 1 draft selection. The6-foot-9
forward helped lead the Lakers
to three NBA championships during the 1980s.

"James was
different.
Fundamentally, I
compare him to Larry
Bird as the best
fundamental player
I've ever seen."
Magic Johnson
former teammate

"James was different," Johnson told the New York Daily
News on Tuesday night, when the
Lakers lost 117-113 to the Knicks.
"Fundamentally, I compare him
to Larry Bird as the best fundamental players I've ever seen."
Worthy has two years left on a
contract that calls for $12.4 million - $7.2 million this season and
$5.2 million In 1995-96.
"The Laker organization has
given every indication that
should James retire now, they intend to honor the contract fully,"
his agent, Frank Wheaton, said
earlier this week.
Worthy averaged 17.6 points
and 5.1 rebounds for his career
and leaves as the 54th leading
scorer in NBA history with
16,320 points.

end up in the middle of the
pack. It's that kind of year in
the MAC."
That's because Bowling
TOLEDO
- Gary Trent
is back, and so is Ohio Univer- Green, which finished second
in the conference a year ago
sity.
The Bobcats, regular-season and second in Thursday's baland postseason tournament loting, has all five starters
champions of the Mid- back from a surprising squad
American Conference a year that went 18-10.
Coach Jim Larranaga's team
ago, were an overwhelming
favorite to do it again in media includes proven commodities
balloting Thursday at the like 6-8 Shane Kline-Ruminski
(17.7 ppg), 6-7 Floyd Miller
MAC'S preseason meeting.
Trent, a 6-foot-8, 240-pound (9.2 ppg), 6-6 Shane Komives
junior, is the primary reason. (14.3 ppg), 6-4 Antonio Daniels
In both his years in the league, (12.6 ppg) and the coach's 6-5
he has been an easy selection son. Jay Larranaga (8.5 ppg).
"One way to judge what kind
as the MAC player of the year.
of league we've got is that
A year ago he led the con- we're ranked 11th out of the 32
ference in both scoring (25.4 major-college conferences,"
points per game) and rebound- the elder Larranaga said. "Aning (11.4 per game). After that other way is to look at the
season, the big question wasn't great players we had last year
whether he could win his third and how many are back. We've
straight player of the year a- got eight of the 10 players
ward, but if he would forgo his named to the first and secondteam all-conference teams rejunior season to turn pro.
With Trent returning, Ohio turning."
Miami of Ohio was the No. 3
U. figures to return to the
pick and has four starters
head of the class.
"I'm here because of Gary back from Herb Sendek's first
Trent," Ohio U. coach Larry year as head coach. Outside
Hunter said when introduced marksman Landon Hackim
as the preseason favorite. (16.6 ppg) leads the charge.
"This might be to your dis- Derrick Cross (10.6 ppg), Jamay, but he's bigger, stronger mie Mahaffey (11.9 ppg) and
and better than he was last Devin Davis (10 ppg) will ocyear. ... He will leave his of- cupy three more starting spots
fice -- the paint - to establish again.
himself in his apartment - the
perimeter - more times this
Eastern Michigan, led by 6-6
year."
muscleman Kareem CarpenThe Bobcats, who won their ter (18.4 ppg, 9 rebounds a
last 13 games against MAC game), was selected for
competition last year, return fourth, with Ball State fifth.
four starters from last year's The Cardinals, on two years of
team that was 25-8 overall and NCAA probation, feature another first-team All-MAC
14-4 in the MAC.
Also back are 3-point- selection in 6-8 Steve Payne.
shooting guard Geno Ford (9.4 Payne's 20.5 points and 11 reppg), 6-4 swingman Curtis bounds a game were second to
Simmons (4.5 ppg) and 7-2 Trent in both categories.
center Jason Terry (5.2 reIn the second tier of the balbounds a game). A strong supporting cast, including Jeff loting were Toledo, Western
Boals, Mike Reese and Gus Michigan, Kent, Central MichJohnson, fills in around the igan and Akron.
edges.
The MAC tournament final
"We're going to be better,"
Hunter said. "But realistical- four will be played at Toledo's
ly, we could be better and still Savage Hall March 10-11.
By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

l/flll photo

Bowling Green's Shane Kllne-Rumlnski looks to pass the ball during a game last season. KlineRum inski and the Falcons will try to overtake Ohio for the MAC title this season.

Basketball teams
sign new recruits
The BG News

On the first day of the early
signing period Wednesday. Bowling Green signed five new recruits - two men and three women - to national letters of intent.
Joining the men's basketball
team next fall will be Jake Holmes, 6-10, 240, from Toledo St.
John's and Tony Reid, 6-3, 195,
who is currently attending
Edison State Community College.
Holmes, who will be Joining
former Titan stars Shane Komives, Jay Larranaga and Denny
Amrhein, averaged 10 points and
nine rebounds a game last
season. He was also a third-team
all-city selection for St. John's.
Reid, the player of the year in

the Ohio Capital Conference last
season, averaged 20 points and 10
boards a contest for Gahanna
Lincoln.
The three new women's recruits are Chrissy Billiter, 5-9
from Elida; Jill DcFosse, 6-0
from Hamilton Bad in; and Jackie
Raterman, 6-1 from Versailles.
Billiter averaged 21.9 points
and 4.5 steals a game last year on
her way to being a second team
All-Ohio pick in Division II. DeFosse, honorable mention AllOhio in Division II, knocked
down 14.6 points a game last
season. Raterman averaged 15
points a game in 1994.

The Prevention Center
would like to recognize the following
individuals and organization for their participation in
BGSU'S 1994 Alcohol Awareness Week
-Staying In Control in BG.
BACCHUS
Board members:
Jodie Castanza
Scott Conley
Fred Hauer
Katie Keane
Michael Paul
Kathy Peterson
Tracy Snare
Chad Wedeven

1616 E. Wooster

Barbie

DRY DOCK
PRESENTS

354-2433 )AN EVENING OF POETRY^

Premieres at

FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 11,1994
9:00 PM
If you would like to read work of your
own or other authors
contact Najah Easley 372-6207

Nov. 12 & 13

FREE DELIVERY!

Look who's at Hallmark!
We're unveiling our
exclusive Holiday
BARBIE Keepsake
Ornament. We've also
got great values on
Christmas cards, gift wrap
and many innovative gift
ideas. Don't miss it!
^^-

Qtn's !tfaC(marf<i
840South Main
354-2402

GAMMA
IFC
Panhel
World Student Association
The Student Recreation Center
The Theatre Department
The Psychology Department

Thank's for all your hard work!! You did a great job!

Pizza Chef

Holiday

Organizations:
UAO
Orientation Board
STEP1
Mortar Board
Never Again
SOLD
The Well
4-H

Large 14" Pizza
L'htH-Nf ami One Topping

GOLD
CROWN
STORE
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J Medium 12" Pizza

s
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"you a natural poet/
yo words reach, Man
yo words reach, wo-man
they reach
reach, poet,
reach."
-KONTAR

k"Ask Me What I AmfThe rhythm of beings is the reason for being.
The sanity ot torm is allness/wholeness/rightness"
•AmlriJ
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CC teams
ready for
regional
qualifier

Volleyball squad
looking to capture
tournament berth
By JohnGlbney
The BG News
The Falcon volleyball team
concludes the regular season
this weekend at Anderson
Arena and needs one victory
to propel it into the postseason
Mid American Conference
tournament.
The Falcons hold fourth
place in the conference, leading Akron University by 2 1/2
games. The top four teams at
the end of the regular season
qualify for the conference
tournament.
BG would liave to lose both
matches, and Akron would
have to sweep their final three
games for the Falcons not to
advance. Miami University
c] inched third place Wednesday night with a straight set
win over Ohio.
A Falcon win pits them in a
first-round battle with league
champion Ball State next
weekend on the Cardinals'
home court in Muncie, Ind.
"We know what we have to
do to win," said senior cocaptain Jessica Andrasko.
"Central and Eastern won't allow us to win - we'll have to
work for it. We know we have
to earn a spot and go into the
uiurnament with momentum."
The final home weekend
the end of a brilliant
career for Andrasko at Anderson Arena With family members coming from Amherst,
N.Y., Andrasko admitted to
feeling mixed emotions.
"I'm glad our last conference match is at home, but it's
eally sad because it's the last
time my family will ever see
me play," she said.
Friday night's match against
Central Michigan should
prove a solid indicator of what
to expect from the Falcons if
they make the tournament.

The Chippewas enter with a
13-2 MAC record, with both
losses coming to undefeated
Ball State.
In the first meeting between
the two schools last month,
CMU handled the Falcons in
three games.
"The first game was very
close, but we played tentatively in games two and
three," said head coach Denise
Van De Walle. "Central Michigan had control, and we were
continually playing catch-up.
We had a hard time building
momentum."
Jennifer Shump leads the
Chippewas with a strong game
at the outside hitter position
Middle blocker Wendy Fast
carries an impressive .303 hitting percentage, while Jenny
Dick ranks second in the conference In assists per game.
With Parents' Night on Friday and Seniors' Night on Saturday, Van De Walle expects a
fired-up performance from
the Falcons.
"We are preparing for this
weekend knowing we must
win one match," she said.
"We'll approach the weekend
confidently, aggressively and
competitively. If we do those
three things, you should see
two very good performances
that result in wins."
On Saturday, BG faces a
competitive Eastern Michigan
team that took the Falcons to
five games in their earlier
meeting. Keely Nunamaker
paces the Eagles with a conference-leading .333 hitting
percentage. Setter Sandy
Burke ranks first in the MAC
in assists per game.
Besides competing for the
final playoff slot, Van De
Walle emphasized the importance of entering the tournament on a positive note.

By Scott Brown

The BG News

AP photo/Mark Duncan

Cleveland's Bobby Phllls steals the ball from Milwaukee's Todd Day during Cleveland's 108-88 win
Thursday night

Cavs rally past Milwaukee
By Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Mark Price's
3-pointer started a decisive 27-9
run in the third quarter Thursday
night as the Cleveland Cavaliers
overcame a four-point halftime
deficit and beat the Milwaukee
Bucks 108-88.
Bucks rookie Glenn Robinson,

Prevention Center would like to thank the following
businesses for their contribution to BGSU'S 1994
Alcohol Awareness Week:

the top pick in this year's draft, for the Bucks, 10 in the fourth
scored nine points on 3-of-13 quarter with the game long out of
shooting in his second appear- reach.
Cleveland trailed 46-42 at the
ance since signing a 10-year, $68
million contract. He missed all half and fell behind by seven on
seven of his floor shots in the Newman's three-point play at the
second half and finished with start of the third quarter.
But Price hit a 3-point shot with
four rebounds, two turnovers and
one block. He was. 0-for-3 on 10:33 to play in the period, then
scored on a fast break before
3-point tries.
Milwaukee's Johnny Newman passing to Hill for a dunk The
Cavs went on to outscore the
led all scorers with 30.
Seven Cavaliers scored in Bucks 37-18 in the quarter and
double figures, led by Price with weren't threatened again.
Milwaukee, which had won its
18, Bobby Phllls with 17, Tyrone
Hill with 16 and Michael Cage previous two games, trailed 79-64
with IS. Marty Conlon scored 12 entering the fourth quarter.

More Jobs Than We Can Fill

Subway
Grounds For Thought
Collegiate Connection
Finders

Join our many graduates who
have fabulous positions with
America's foremost families.
Excellent wages, benefits & travel

Friendly's

Thank's for helping to make the week a success!

English Nanny and Governess School
30 S. Franklin St. Chagrin Falls, Oh 44222
1-800-733-1984
Reg • 93-12-1389 T

Tracey Losi already has a MidAmerican Conference championship trophy on the mantel this
year. She'll be looking to add to
the trophy case tomorrow as the
Bowling Green cross country
team travels to West Lafayette,
Ind. for the Midwe:t NCAA Regional qualifier at Purdue University.
The women race at 11 am.,
while the men will run at noon.
Women's coach Steve Price is
taking a full team; Sid Sink will
only take a trio of men's runners.
Price is hoping that the full
team will be able to move up the
ladder from last year's performance. The Falcon women finished
10th in the meet last year.
"We want to improve on that
lOth-place finish," Price said.
"We would also like to beat four
of the Big Ten teams that are going to be there. Most of all, I
would like to see us break into
the top six."
Losi has "a great chance" of
advancing, according to Price.
The top three teams at the meet
will advance to the NCAA tournament in Fayetteville, Ark. on
Nov. 21. After that, the top three
individuals not running for either
of the qualifying teams will advance.
Michigan, Wisconsin and Notre
Dame are all in the Top 20 in the
country and should advance.
After them, Losi only has to be in
the top three of the rest to advance.
"I would love for her to qualify," Price said. "This is another
one of her goals for this season."
After Losi, the six that ran at
the MAC meet two weeks ago will
compete for the Falcons. Kristin
Gaddis, Laura Hall, Ranae
Strayer, Kristin Lacroix, Beth
Stazak and Missy Lyne will all
run. Hall finished 23rd overall
last year, the third best overall
freshman.
Price thinks that the Falcons
have an excellent chance of
defeating Ohio State, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan State.
On the men's side, Sink decided
not to take a full team following
the team's dismal eighth-place
showing at the MAC meet. Tim
Amdt, Rob Bowman and Jason
Salak - the top three at the MAC
meet ~ will run for Bowling
Green.
"I'd like to see Tim and Rob
break the top SO," Sink said. "If
Jason gets a good race, he'U see
the top 75. A lot of strange things
might happen in this race."

HOME FALCON HOCKEY vs. MICHIGAN - TOMORROW 7:00 P.M,
LIMITED SUPPLY OF TICKETS REMAINING! Pick up one at Memorial Hall today
Second bemester, Summer, and Kail

Winthrop Terrace
Aptsis Now Accepting
Applications and Deposits
for

Spring and Foil 1995!
Featuring:
Campus Shuttle
l & 2 BR. Furn./Unfurn.
I & 2 Full Baths
3 Great Locations

MICHIGAN

Begin the Holidays at the

Holiday Open House
November 12 -13
Register to Win our

Giant Trevor Bear
or Buy your
very own
Trevor for

only $9.95
Free 1994 Holiday Planner
• Great in - Store Specials*
• Giveaways Every Hour*
Don 'tMiss a Single Surprise

w
Packages plus...
Cards and Gifts and more
111 Railroad St. BG
352-1693

I\D Beyond
We are seeking applicants for
Part-Time Hourly positions, primarily 2
& 3rd Shift, throughout our Toledo area'
locations. Openings include:
Grocery Stockers Baggers Cashiers
Store Detectives Greeters
General Merchandise Clerks
specially Toys and Sporting Goods)
Applications accepted at the Guest Servi
Desk of your nearest store:
1500 E. Alexis Road, Toledo
1391 Conant Street, Maumee
1725 S. Wheeling Street, Oregon
7240 W. Central Avenue, Toledo

MEIJER
Providing Equal Opportunity to a
Diverge Workforce.

Classifieds

The BG News
page thirteen

Friday, November 11, 1994
Nolle, ol CHIienehlp Requirements: II an
employer Is wtlltng lo InBrvtew international
students, il will be noted In the position desenpDon.

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowtmg Green Slate University
Career Planning and Placement Services

Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presen
tations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy. All students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights. Please carefully
note dates, times, and locations of Spotlight
presentations, as they may vary. For evening
Spotlight presentations held in ihe Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
the Student Services Building using the second
floor, patio en trance Please consult the calendar tor appropriate dates, times and locations.

Campus Recruitment Calendar
For the weeks of:
November 28 & December 5,1994

Scheduling On-Cimpus Interview Appointments: Interview signups for the recruiting period November 26 - December 9 will begin with Advanced Sign-up on Monday,
November 14. 1994 at 5 p.m and continue
through Tuesday at 4 p.m. Priority Sign-up
statusmay access the signup system horn S
p.m. Tuesday through 4 pm. Wednesday. Atl
registered students may sign-up beginning at S
p.m Wednesday. The schedule will remain online until 3 days before the organization's visit.

Additional Placemen! Services There are
important services available to you at the Career Planning and Placemen! Services. Please
note that not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas in the world of work. Don't become discouraged if your career field is not requested.
To assist you in conducting an assernve job
search, the Career P ammo and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling. VIP professional vacancy hotline, job
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Career Connection. The excellent Center for
Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies in
ALL fields. Registered students are directly referred to employers in their desired career
fields. Insure your access to these services by
registering with the Career Planning and
Placement Services in your final year at Bowling Green Stale University.

Insiructions for accessing The Integrated
Placement Sign-up System (You must be
regletered with Resume Expert Plua)
1. Dial 372 9899.
(You will hear:)
2. If you wish to schedule an appointment with
a visiting employer, press the 1 Key. If you'd
like to hear Placement News, press the 2 key.
Press the 3 key if you have been pre selected
by an employer. Press the 4 key » access the
Alumm VIP Service. Press the S key to hear
your confirmed appointments. Press the star
0 key to quit.
3 Press 1 to schedule an interview or Press 3
when you have been pre-selected by an employer.

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Informational MeeDng
Tuesday. November 15.i994;8:30pm
luOOUABidg
"Was a tile changing experience I"
Cezar Otiveira, MBA student
For more Into, cell
Ed Millsr 372-8188 or 353-3172
Or Chittle 372-8180 or 352-6012
Sponsored by BGSU
GAMES FEST
Friday A Saturday, Nov 11A12
EDUCATION BUILDING
MAGIC TOURNAMENT both days - Singles
$4. Doubles 88. Friday Singles - Prize - Damond Valley - Stan's at 7pm. Saturday Doubles
• Prize - Two packs ol AnDquines 1 pm. Tactics
and role playing all weekend long. 50 cent donason requested, 50 cent ralne tickets sold at
door
HEY YOUi THE UNDERGRADUATE PHI
LOSOPHY CLUB
(MOTTO: 'NO, GOD IS ALL-GOOD!-) WILL BE
HAVING A MEETING THIS MONDAY AT
600PM IN 301 SHATZEL. THIS WEEK, WE
WILL BE DISCUSSING BERTRAND RUSSEL.
THE FAMOUS PHILOSOPHER* NDONE OF
HIS WORKS. ENTITLED ON INDUCTION.'
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND, THINK
ABOUT fTI

YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 41 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.

4. Enter your Identification Number.
(The number you used on your Resume Expert
Plus disk)

Internetlonal Festival 1994
Organized A sponsored by
World Student Association
Saturday (Nov. 12) 7-9pm
St. Thomas More Church
Tickets are sold al Ihe Studem Union
for only S3. Pi ease attend the
"World University at Bowling Green"

Monday, November J»
Melhfe
•4332011 Financial Services
Okie Discount Scckbrokers
#d33?03: Registered Representatives
The Prudential
S4332021 Marketing Representative

5 Enter the position code tor the employer
you'd like to interview (this seven-digit number
is indicated on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left of the position ode).
If you have entered a valid number the system
will say

Kappa Delta Pi
Members and New Initiates
Initiation Thurs. Nov. 17th 7:30
Alumni Room. Union
Topic: Teacher Survival

Tuesday, November 39
Westfieid Companies
•4333011 Programmers
Snuffer Renaissance Hotels
•4333021 Generalist Trainee

You have selected (name of organization), if
this is correct press the pound (0) key to continue or the star (') key to choose another organization
The system will now verify that you meet
therequirements. as specified by the employer.
II you meet the requirements by the employer.
you can proceed. Otherwise, the system will
tell you why you are unable to sign-up with the
employer. Should you wish to be considered
tor other openings with this employer, add your
name to 'he Waiting List and submit a copy of
your Placement Data Sheet.

Thursday, December 1
Meyer Hill Lynch Corp.
•4335011 Account Executive
WVNOLM'WRGM AM.WUM1 VJ
•4335021 Account Executive
Monday, December 5
Sara Lee Knit Products
•4339011 Entry Level Buyer

8 Press the 1 key for a morning interview.
press the 2 key for an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key for the next available time.
(Press either 1.2 or 3).

NEED INSURANCE? LOW RATES
CALL FOR FREE QUOTE
CALL 372-5378
ASK FOR PATRICK

•SCCIAL•SOCIAL•SOCIAL•
Organuaoonal Development
Student Network

Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call3S4-HOPE.

Social with F MOD'S in Toledo!
Come and Karaoke!
6pm Nov 12th
BOMBAY BICYCLE CLUB
Directions: Reynolds Rd. at Southwick
Mall across from the Olive Garden
Also CAR POOL available
Call Wendy Burks 2-2946
•SOCIAL•SOCIAL•SOCIAL•

Royal Cleaning tor your house cleaning
needs. Rstiabl*. sxpsrisneed A insured. For
smeller households ratss availabls every 3
weeks or monthly 353 2008

21 'Michelle Berth'?!
Rombsr Bomoer Stomper Boo
Here's a Big Birthday Wish tor You
Wear the Button and Have Some I un
Cur it's only ones, you turn 21!
Happy Birthday LH'I I Love Yal
Love. Your Big Jsn

Performance A Discussion: 7 30 9 30pm
Stadium View Apartments (Party Room)
1 Tut) Juniper Drive, BG
To reserve seats, please ca!l3S3-99S2 or
JS4-447S
Everyone le Welcome!
Down lone el Ihe door (optional)

AA Records Are Us
WE BUY A SELL
Specializing In50s,6O's,70's A 80s
3352 Lagrange
Toledo, OH

Attention BG Community!
A A G S A First Fall Formal Nov. 19
Tickets to go on sale Nov. 7-19
in MA.P. Office in 424 Student Services
Coat: Students *i 0. Faculty/Staff $20
For Tabkts/Ticketa or more into:
Call 372-2978
Protease le ■unfit Profsct Search.

SamBs

419-243-3655
M-F.11-9
Sal. A Sun. 9-9
'Bring in ad A receive 20% oH*
American College of Health Care Executives
are having a raffle on Nov. 17 in the B A. Busding. Sponsors included Easy Street Cafe,
Wal-Mart. Finders. Kroger's. Barry Bagels.
Subway and many others. The grand prize is
dinner tor two at Easy Streel PLUS 125 In
cash. Purchase your ticket in the BA. Bldg.
Nov. 7-1 land win bigl
1 ticket tor $1
6 tickets tortS

Bloodrnobie is coming"!
Bioodmoc-ie is cominglll
Blood mobile Is cominglll
10:30-4:30 in the NE Commons
NOV. 14-18 CaJI 35? 4575 to
make an appointment.

CATERING

C.A.R.E.-A-THON
Danes Marathon
Can you survive 15 hrs.?
Nov. 11 -Uet Crly Perk
Country lins dancing, karsoks
early '80s music, prizes
free food and tons more!

353*2277

Cong rat ulsllons Jennifer Parish!
StuderM Court member ol Ihe month!!!
Thanks Jsnnltsr for your contribution of
many hours end your wlllngnsss to always
go above end beyond your required duties
THANK YOUI THANK YOUI THANK YOUI

SKI TRIP to Steamboat, Co.

1 lemale roommate D share Columbian
Courts apt lor fall semester. Own room.
reasonable rent. Csll 353-3815
14 Subleasers tor spacious 2 bdrm. apartment. Near campus, available for Spring.
8385/month . oas Call. 352-2139. leave
message.
2-4 subleasers needed 11
2 bdrm. apartment Lots of space
Near campus, available tor summer
8420/mo. . gas. Can 354-1145
Leave message.

The Delta would tke to thank all
participants for trying, but. we hope
everyone who watched us took notes on
how this game is played because we would
like a littJe more competition out of
you guys next year. Agroe?!?ll?
OODELT8-ALL SPORTS

Femsls Spring Sublessor Wanted
Very nice house-dose to campus
Own Room Call Nikki 353-2429
Female Subieaser
ForFoxRunAptS.
Non-smoking. 352-0706

DTO DELTA TAU DELTA DTD
FREE PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
Btoodmobtle ia coming next
week> Give the Gift ol Lisa,
G ve Biood"
Nov. 14-18, iO:30-4:30m NE Commons.

Eornate sublessor needed for Spnng
5thSt.,ovmroom.822S/rno • elec
Please call Sarah al 353- 3004

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL I
Tomorrow 12:30 p.m.
LAS VEGAS BOUND!

Female Subieaser For Spr 95
Very close to campus
Low rent
Call ASAP 3S2-2137

INTRAMURAL PRACTrCUM OPPORTUNIIILS APPLICATIONS FOR SMO AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
11,1994.

Female Subieaser lor Spnng "95
Very close to campus. 8150/mo. *uDI.

352-3550
Ho o I'm transferring
and I need 1-2 people
to live wtth my
wonderful roommates
Females Please Call

352-2398

For more Information:
General Meeting. Tues. Nov. 15
8 pm. French House
or call Romance Languages

It's our hope that when people think
of Tony Packo's. 2 things come to mmd
GREAT FOOD8 GREAT SE HVO
Selling a standard of excellence like
this makes for plenty ol hard work to
maintain them Good people are the key
to everything we want to be II you are
one of These people, young or seniors,
experienced to inexperienced.
WE NEED YOU'"
* WAITERS'
•WAITRESSES ■
Apply in person at 1902 Front Si.
Or call us at 1-691 1963
Between the hours of 8 30am -4 30pm

Job Available
Looking for experienced Macintosh-onented
person seeking to work with a growing interactive training company You need to be proficient with databasing concepts and want tie
opportunity to jom an active creative team by
organising graphics, video and other produc
Don elements for a large-scale interactive
project involving a Fortune SO0 campnay
Send resume to.
151 N.Mchigan Suite 225
Toledo. OH 43624
Our company is looking 'or individuals who
want to gam management experience next
summer Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer
The early turd gets the worm I 800887-1960
SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMME R JOB
THIS SUMMER YOU BE THE BOSS
Student Painters is looking for Bowling Green
students who have what it takes to run their
own business. Gam valuable expenence.
receive college credit, and have a great resume builder Average summer earnings between $8,000-10.000 Management positions
available m all Cleveland suburbs. Akron. Canton. For additional information call Matt
Scherer #1 -800-543-3792.

STATS Tutor NeedsM
ASAP
Please call Tom 353-2926

Need immsdiaisry: 1-2 subloasers
Female, non-smoking, serious student Nice
place/ locabon 352-0300, leave message

M.T.MUGGS
Mon: Al U Can Eat Spaghetti w. garlic toast
83.99
Tues: 25 cent Tacos
Wed: Pizza and Pitcher 85 00
Thurs: Soup A Sub S3.95Fri: 25 cent hotdogs.
2 slices of pizza 50 cents
Sat: Lasagne w/garlic toast or salad S4.50
Sun: Steak Special 87.00
M.T.MUGGS

PLEASE HELP ME
Female Subkme for nsxt semester
May or Aug. 8100 month
Call 352 8334 after 5pm
Rmte. needed for a 1 bedrm. 7th A S. College
apt Will share room w/orher male. Split util
r^l Chns or leave rr«assgs: 372 1913
Subieaser needed, male 1175 . util.
Acrou from Kohl Had 353-0136
Ask tor Jeff Green.

MAC CHAMPIONSHIP'
Tomorrow 12:30p.m.
BEATCENTRALI

HELP WANTED

MATT BO AZ
(1994 Homecoming King)
speaks on h s experiences in the
BRONX, NEW YORK
over last Son ng Break.
COME HEAR HIM!
NOV. 14 8PM TAFT ROOM OF UNION
Sponsored by UAO

Need Hints to make yourself look
more professional for inlsrviews?
Come to a P H E3E NT ATrON OF
BUSINESS MAKEOVERS!
NOV. 14,8PM, 118 BA
FREE TO ALL!
Sponsored by UAO

OnlhsUns
at
BW-3
Aftsr the f-ball game
Enjoy HOT wings and HOT sports talk
88.1 FM WBOU

On Ihe Line
St
BW-3
Alter the f-ball gams
E r<oy Ihe HOT wings and HOT sports talk
U.I FM WBOU
ORGANIZATIONS"! Don't miss your chance
to be in the 1995 Key Yearbook. Tims ia running out Can 372-8086 for details. Ask lor Kristin or Sarah.
START SHOPPING EARLY!
Go DTWELVE OAKS MALI.
In NorllwIIH, Ml, Dec 3
ONLY W00I!
(cash, check, bursar)
SKIN UP in UAO Office in 330 Union
NOV. 14 TH HOUGH DEC. 1
Ca" 2-7164 or 2-2343 lor mors info.
Sponsored by UAO

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS:
You can appeal your on-campus parking tickets. If you have mad the parking rules and regulations and still bslisvs you havs mitigating
circumstances appeal your tickst within 21
days to 405 Student Services. Student Court
will rsprsssnt you.
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WANTED

DTO DE LTA TAU DELTA DTD
19M 'A' FLAG FOOTBALL CHAMPS

Call 352-6705 (9-9).

PERSONALS

Tan' Tanl Tsn'
1 monffi spsasl - 830 00
352 7869 425 E Wooster

CONGRATULATIONS
PROGRAM OF THE MONTH WINNERS
Educational - MacNorth staff Recycling Week
Community Servioe - Kohl A MacWesI Haunted
House
Social • Gen Daft Line dancing
SPONSORED BY NRHH AND RSA

Word Processing - Resumes, term papers.
thesis, dissertations on laser printer.

Asian Communities United
presents:
Aalan Indian Dance Performance
Fesluring:
Ra|a and Vljay Palaparly
(coming to BGSU from Cleveland)
Friday, November 11,1994

International Management Consulting Company needs someone to set appointments for
Senior Business analysts. Pay is 6.00/hr plus
performance bonus Person can set own hours
between 800am to 5 00pm Please call
352-6531 to set appointment for interview

8 p.m., French House

2-2667 or 2-8278

SERVICES OFFERED

ACADEMIC YEAR A SUMMER SESSIONS
Interest Meeting. Tues Nov. 15

Shalom Jewish Studsnts
Hillel. The Jewish Student Group, will have
elections and a general meeting Sunday, Nov.
13 at 1pm in the Student Ssrvtoss Building,
Third Floor. Corns by and hslp us plan this
year's evenal
WBGU-FM
A mandatory Stall MEETING will
be held Wed, Nov 16.1994
at 9 00 pm in 121 West Hall.
Applications tor Spring yS will
bo mads available
WBGU-FM

STUDY ABROAD: FRANCE

BW-3
and
OnlhsUns
B.G.'s only sports talk show
After me f. bail game at BW-3
U.I FM WBOU

Language Requirement Do it in
FRANCE THIS SUMMER

—Alpha LambdaDslta—
Soclal-Soelal-Soclal
Plna.Fun.Frtsndsl
Wednesday. Nowmosr 16
9:00pm BA 112
ALL MEMBERS WELCOME I

Please remember: If you are unable to sign-up
tor an interview, you will be asked whether you
wish lo add your name to the Waiting List. You
must also eubmrt a Placement Data Sheet
tor eech Welting Uet. We advise strongly that
you listen to Placement News to keep informed
01 changes or addibons to interview schedules.
or other Career Planning and Placement Services programs.
Cancelatlon Of Interview Appointment!
Cancellation of an interview must be reporied
in person to the Career Planning and Pace
ment Services no later than 5 p.m. one week (7
full days) before the interview day. Complete a
cancellation card in the Sign-up Room of Career Planning and Placement Services. 00
NOT cross your name off of an interview
schedule Cancellations after this bme will be
considered a no-show. You are encouraged to
consider employers carefully before signing up
for interviews.
No Show Policy Failure to appear for a
scheduled interview or violation of the canceilabon policy will result in immediate suspension
of your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
period, H you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology to the employer for missing the interview, bring the letter wilh an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet witi a staff member
betore scheduling any additional interviews.
Any student who "no-shows" twice will be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder
of ihe academic year.

Bullets Pizza. Soup A Salad M-F. 11-2.
$3.99. Menu includes Pasta Subs. Pizza, Ssisds, Soups, Desserts A morel Pegliai's. 945 S.
Main

Last year, less than 3% ol BGSU
donated b cod1 Help change that
statistic this yeari Bloodmoblle
Nov. 14-18 10:30-4:30 on Ins
N.E. Commons. Wslk Ins ire
more than welcome I

CAMPUS EVENTS

Once you have selected a bme. then you many
press the pound (V) key to accept the bme. or
press the star {') key to reject it.
When you press the pound (f) key. the system
will say: "An interview has been reserved for
you at (time)." Press the star (') key to schedule an interview with another organization or
the pound (f) key to return to start.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CLUBUAO
Need a Break from your studies?
See BRAD LOWERY - COMEDIAN!
NOV. 151H, 6PM
IN THE GALLEY
FREEloALLI
Sponsored by UAO

FOR SALE
*■ Awesome Spring Breakl
Early Sign-up Specials1 Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $279' Induces 12 Meals & 6 Parties!
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbusl
1-800-678-6386
»i Awesome'
Spnng Break Early Specials* Panama City
Oceanview Room w~ Kitchen ft Free Bus To
Bam $129' Daytona (Kitchens} $159' Cocoa
Beach $159' Key West $229' 1 •800-678 6386
For Sale Country Crafts by J L
Design your own • samples available
Contact 372-3849 if interested, prices vary

$1500 wkly. maiing our circulars!
No experience required, Begin Now1
For into, eel 202-298-8035

FOR SALE: 14 4 baud modem for Mac. hardly
used. Comes * 'cables and software $80 firm.
Call 352-7373 ask lor Pest

$363 60 Sell 72 tunny college T-shirts - profit
$363.60. Risk-free. ChooM from 19 designs
Free catalog 1 -600- 700-4250.

For Sale: Gemeinhardt flute $250
Armstrong Piccalo $275. Good ConditionMust sell. Call Debbie 354-5612.

' Toledo Account Executive *
The BG News is Looking to hire
■Toledo Account Executive This
person would be responsible to:
'Cultivate New Accounts
•Helping aennceex.siong accounts
'Set A reach monthly goals
•Work20hrsaweek
You must be a hard working, enthusiastic mdividual who wants to GET A HEAD START!
Must have own cat a flexible ctasa schedule
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING'
EARN BIG $$$ • FREE TRAVEL'
(Caribbean. Europe, etC) No Exper Nee Staff
needed for busy Holiday/Spnng/Summer
seasons GUARANTEED SUCCESS' Guide
(919) 929-4398 EXT. C3039
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed'
Fishing Industry. Earn up lo $3,000 - $6,000
plue per month Room and board1 Transportation! Male or Female. No experience neces
sary Call(206)S4S-4lSSextASS441.

IBM COMPATABLE 386 SX laptop with an external monitor DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1 and
much more. $650. Call Scon at 354-2714.

King size Sealy no motion deluxe waterbed
with heater ft frame. 2 yrs. ok), w/ lifetime warranty. $300 060.823-3033 betore 9pm.

MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500
Call Chns at 800-289-5685

Suspended 2 bed loft tor aale.
Dark green w/painted daisy flowers.
Great tor any dorm room.
LotsofpenwnaMy. Call 353 1337
$200 OBO

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home All materials provided. Send SASE to PO Box
10075. Olathe.KSe.8061.
Fitness Instructor
Nights, weekends, 20hnv
Must have fitness training backround
Ce'iifrcanor a plus but
not necessary. Can Kevin
874-8442
GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE!
The BG News is looking lor en Account Executive from Jan. *96 • Dec. "OS:
*WorK20hnVWk
'SeH and Service own Account list
'Avrg. $400.'mo eonvnlwton
'Make valuable contacts in the field
'Greater employment potential
after graduation
Must be: Sale onented, dedicated, easy going
and have a desire to learn. Must have own car
Call 372-2606 for more details or stop by 204
W. Hal tor an application.

FOR RENT

353-0325' Carry Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close lo campus. Call today1

Carty Rentals' Houses A Apt Lisongs
Now available tor school year 95-96
Call 353-0325 or pick up listing
at off ice 316E Merry #3
Room tor rent m pnvate home Several options
available weekly or monthly rates Non-smoker
please Call after 5:00 or leave message.
3529209

^ecycUng totalsfor October
In comparison lo recorded high totals (July '93 to Present)

1

October 1994

35.525 lbs.
APR '94

Recorded High
25.850 lbs.
MAR.^

Jan. 1,199S to Jan. 8,199S

40.889 lbs
SEPT. 34

28,673 lbs.
SEPT.

20,000 lbs.

5 nights, 4 day lift tickets AND
transportation included!
Sign up in \m& office NOW till
Dec. 2. $100 down payment required
ONLY $397M TOTAL

*
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Plastic
#1&«2

Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info
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Aluminum
Cans
r-5 lbs.

Glass

Newspaper

22.940 lbs. 25.405 lbs.

Mixed Office
Paper
20.77P IbS.

Corrugated
Cardboard

Miscellaneous
Material

W.WQ lb?-

Sports
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ive years ago, Ronnie Redd came
to Bowling Green with the hope
of someday being able to play
and contribute to a Division l-A
football team. Little did he know that his
chance would come about so quickly.
After playing on the scout team during
the 1990 season. Redd made a direct
impact in the Falcon offense the following
year catching 19 passes, six of which
went for scores.
"I had a positive attitude coming in
and knew that I would have to pay my
dues," Redd said. "I was really surprised
that I was able to contribute as much as
I did that early in my career."
In his first game for the Falcons,
Redd didn't make a catch, but he wasn't
discouraged. He knew that if he worked
hard enough his chances would come.
Four years later. Redd can look back
upon a magnificent career that has seen
him catch at least one pass in every game
but that first one.
"My goal has always been to improve
every game and every season, and I think
I've done that," Redd said. "If I don't play
any more football after I leave here, I can
look back and say that
I always gave it my
best and have no
regrets."
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Sponsored by:
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300 E. WOOSTER
5 1 6 E. WOOSTER
352-1504
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Awards and
Accomplishments:
1994 - has caught at least one
pass in a MAC record 44
straight games
- has 26 career touchdown
receptions which is also a
MAC record
- seventh in career receptions
(124) at BG and sixth in pass
receiving yards (2,036)
1993 - led the MAC in punt return
average
- caught touchdown pass in
school-record five consecutive
games
High School
- first team all-area and first
team all-state as a defensive
back
- twice named first team allleague as a receiver

Favorites:
Movie - What's Love Got to Do
With It
T.V. Show - Melrose Place and
NFL Primetime
Music - Ice Cube
Food - Steak
Pro Athlete - "Jerry Rice; it used
to be Jordan, but he's not
hooping anymore."
Class at BG - Accounting 341
BG Memory - "Being able to
contribute to the team in all
of our big games."
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RONNIE REDD
■
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On making the adjustment to college
football:
"The biggest adjustment that I had to
make was the competition for a spot. In
high school your spot was sealed and
solid and you really didn't have to look
over your shoulder.
"In college they're bringing guys in
every year to replace you, and they're all
good guys. Everybody is either All-City,
All-State or even All-American. The biggest
adjustment came in keeping myself at the
top of my game at all times."
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On Ma consecutive gamea with a
catch streak:
"I don't think about it as much now
as I did toward the end of last season and
the beginning of this one when people
started talking about it. Now it doesn't
really cross my mind anymore. I've tried
to put it out of my mind and just go out
there and play."

of play and

On his own game:
"I think that I've become a more
complete receiver over the last year. I
think I've improved my game to where I
can do a lot of different things now and
be successful. Whether it's coming over
the middle and making the tough catch
on third down, or getting behind guys for
the deep ball."
On gaining over 100 yards aa a rusher.
"I've always expressed an interest in
running the ball. I guess up until this year
there has always been someone else to
do it. I'm really happy that [the coaches]
have the confidence in me to take the
reverse - it's a compliment.
"It's something that I've always wanted
to do and I have a lot of fun doing it. I
hope they keep giving me the ball when
they can."
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"This is a play that we call
'cougar.1 It's been a favorite play
of mine, and we've had some
pretty good success with it this
season. It's basically a play-action
pass where I'm running a post
over the top and Rameir is going
to run an in over the middle.
"Basically what we're doing
here is trying to work on the
safety. With me running the post,
I'm hoping to take the safety out
with me so Rameir is open on the
dig. But if the safety comes up,
Ryan [Henry] can hit me with the
deep ball. I've caught two or three
touchdowns on this play this year."
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